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BASIC THINGS ON SPATIAL DATA HANDLING
Skills required to handle Geo Spatial data and Geo Server
 Proper knowledge of geospatial data and with a good understanding of attribute data linked to
geographic information.
 Good understanding of data layers (Point/Line/Poligons) and layer types (Vector/ Raster).
 Creating data layers using Arc map/ Q GIS/ google earth or any other third party open source
apps.
 Knowledge about Mobile softwares which can be used to improve city level information.
 Proper understanding about co-ordinate systems.
 Ability to work with Geo Server (adding layer, store creation, data publishing, style loading).
 Creating style using Q GIS (.SLD file format) and other standard tools.
What is Geo spatial data
Geographically referenced data or Geospatial data is used as a supporting tool for decision making in
planning and management of land use, natural resources, environment, transportation, urban
facilities, health services or any other related data.
Spatial Data: Feature that has a known location on earth.
Attribute Data: The information linked to the geographic features (spatial data) describing
them. (Similar to meta data)
Data Layers: Are the result of combining spatial and attribute data. Essentially adding the
attribute database to the spatial location.
Layer Types: A layer type refers to the way spatial and attribute information are connected.
There are two major layer types, vector and raster.
Data types represented in spatial objects
Vector data - Vector model uses discrete points, lines and/or areas corresponding to discrete
objects with name or code number of attributes.
Raster data - Raster model uses regularly spaced grid cells in specific sequence. An element of
the grid cell is called a pixel which contains a single value of attributes.
Data preparation for SoSLC website
Process involved in preparing a given layer
First it should gather the data which needs to be published.
Created raster or vector file(s) should be saved in a separate location. Those files contains a
shapefile(s) city-wise land use and Geo TIFF files of city specific urban expansion and other city
specific thematic maps.
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Those Shapefile(s) and TIFF files contains the following files:

Note: It is very important to follow a proper file naming convention consistency should be maintained
for a given city. System generated file names SHOULD NOT BE renamed or changed.
Co-ordinate system (formal / standard) for the spatial layers upload
Co-ordinate system of geo spatial data that we upload to geo server should be in the standard WGS
84. The Global Positioning System uses the World Geodetic System (WGS84) as its reference
coordinate system. If any file referred other than co-ordinate system it need to be converted to WGS
84 format.
Co-ordinate system
Geospatial data should be geographically referenced (called georeferenced or geocoded) in a common
co-ordinate system. The reference points are called TIC MASKS OR GROUND CONTROL POINTS. One
of the most convenient way of locating points is to use plane orthogonal co-ordinates with x
(horizontal) and y (vertical) axis.
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1. PROCESS OF LAND USE MAP VISUALIZATION IN SOSLC WEBSITE

3 levels of Attributes:




Domain – 2 classes
Main_Class – 16 classes
Sub_Class – 38 classes

Add
standard
colours
and styles

Create new
attribute
for Land
extent.
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1.1 Create a spatial layer for Land Use
Exercise 1.1
Create a land use map for one of the city areas which cover at least 4 square Km (Kadawatha/ Mihirigama/
Veyangoda/ Mahara/ Negombo/ Ragama/ Kelaniya/ Nuwara-eliya). Attributes should be according to the standard
classification as given below.
There is no need to identify the land use for each compound/structure at building/parcel level. The minimum area of
land use polygon should be approximately 0.25 hectares (ha).
Land Use classes
Built-Up

Residential

Commercial

Institutional

High Rise
Low Rise
Slum
Shanty
Retail
Office
Mixed Retail-Residential
Bank
Education

Health

Industrial
Transport

Public Space

Cultural

Government
Factory
Land fill
Bus Terminus
Rail Terminus
Port
Airport
Parking
Roads
Park/Square
Playground
Cemetery
Religious

University
Other higher
School
Hospital
Dispensary

Temple/ Shrine
Church
Mosque

Archeologic
Under Construction
Non-Built-Up

Agriculture
Water
Forest
Reservation
Wetland
Coastal area
Shrub
Barren land

This will continue in exercise 1.2……
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1.1.1 Creating attribute table with 3 levels
Exercise 1.2
Create attribute table and styles according to the guidelines given below.
Attribute naming for spatial layer.
1st level of layer: Domain/ 2nd level of layer: Main_Class / 3rd level of layer: Sub_Class

This will continue in exercise 1.3……
This will continue in exercise 2……

1.1.2 Add standard colours and styles
Exercise 1.3
Create styles for the land use map according to the standard colour code.
Standard colours for each sub category should be as given below

This will continue in exercise 1.4……
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1.1.3 Create new attribute for land extent
Exercise 1.4
Create attribute table including land extent in Hectares.
Land use extent values to create summarized tables for each category.

This will continue in exercise 1.5……
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Creating SLD file using QGIS (how to create style file which used to colour web map)
Step 1: Create legend by applying colours and symbols.

Step 2: Then go to style section of the layer properties
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Then save that style as .SLD file format. See image below.

Exercise 1.5
By following the above process save style file of the legend in to SLD format.
This will continue in exercise 1. 6……
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1.2 Land Use layer uploading into Geo-server
About the GeoServer
GeoServer (http://geo.soslc.lk:8080/geoserver/web/)is a feature rich, standards compliant Open Source
server that connects your information to the geospatial web.
This guide will provide the information needed to configure Geo Server (specific to SoSLC database)
in order to publish your Geospatial data on the Web.
1.2.1 Spatial Layer uploading
Step 01: Login to GeoServer
The following link will provide access to geo server console of SOSLC portal:
http://geo.soslc.lk:8080/geoserver/web/

Step 2: Creating a new workspace
The next step is to create a workspace for the Geospatial data. A workspace is a container used to
group similar layers.
Navigate to Data
Workspaces.

Currently available workspaces in SoSLC geoserver are landuse, Urban and thematic. It helpful to
group and organize 3 main mapping sections in SoSLC geoserver.
Step 03: Add a new store
Once the workspace is created, you are ready to add a new store. The store tells GeoServer how to
connect to the shapefile or TIFF files.
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Navigate to Data

Stores.

You should see a list of stores, including the type of store and the workspace which the store belongs
to. In order to add the shapefile, you need to create a new store.
Click on the Add new Store button. You will be redirected to a list of the data sources supported by
GeoServer.
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Add new store for the vector data
If data is in vector format – select vector data source category

Select source according to the suitable file type
When data is in Vector format (.SHP) – Select
When data is in Raster format (.TIFF) – Select
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Step 04: Applying coordinates to the map
Go to layers
select already uploaded vector/raster data (SHP file /TIFF file format)
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Data

define bounding box using (x min, y min, x max, y max)

To drag locations required for LATITUDE/LONGITUDE coverages.
This will be used to compute boundaries from native bounds.
Note: Geo server is an independent platform used for uploading spatial data. This part of the document
will indicate the process involved in linking map created on geoserver with the SoSLC
(http://geo.soslc.lk:8080/geoserver/web/) database specific to uploading landuse maps. The same
process can be followed when it comes to uploading of other types of maps in the map sections with
minor variations which will be addressed in the relevant sections.
Attribute values in spatial data file and legend names should be same for the symbols to appear in
the web map (this has to be an exact match as this is the name or code used to link the specific layer
with the corresponding attribute in the SoSLC database).
Exercise 1.6
Follow the steps given above, upload a spatial layer to the geo server.
This will continue in exercise 1. 7……
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1.2.2 Appling styles to the map
The styles need to be defined first in order to visualize the colours (legend) on the map. Prior to
uploading layer(s) to the geo server, you need to create SLD file with all colours and styles using QGIS (“Creating SLD file using QGIS (how to create style file which used to colour web map”)).
Style

click add a new style

Step 1: Style data name should be the same layer name of the file which was saved in stores.
(Ex: Anuradhapura) follow proper naming convention.
Step 2: Need to select workspace. (Ex: “landuse” please note the name used here is case
sensitive)
Step 3: Style File format selection (Ex:.SLD)
Step 4: XML editor space need to upload style file

After uploading style file in to XML editor space you can visualize legend(s) by ticking layer preview
option.
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Exercise 1.7
Apply style files into geo server.
This will continue in exercise 1.8……
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1.3 Land Use layer and statistics linking into SOSLC backend
For more information on Database backend user login please refer “Database backend user login
section” in module 2.
Land use tab in city page
Land use section is one of the three main components in any given city page.

1.3.1 Land use layer linking to SoSLC database
Back end settings connected to land use tab
First step we have already completed under Geo server map layer uploading process. But link geo
server to web server it should be a clear path. SOSLC back end needs to establish the connection.
In SOSLC backend we need to go to the settings
land use map layer settings and fill all
mandatory sections.
1st section: City name should be selected from the drop down menu accordingly. City should be
previously defined (for more details please refer “City Manage Actions” section in module 2).
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2nd section: map layer name should be the same layer name which was uploaded to geo server

3rd and 4th sections: Latitude and Longitude sections should be updated according to the centre point
of the city limit.
Example method of getting centre point of the city using google earth.

Note: Lat/ lon format should be 8.341584, 80.407489 without mentioning degrees mark shown in
the above picture. Based on the co-ordinates you selected, the map will adjust to its centre point
preview. Once this task is completed the centre point co-ordinates should look like what it shown in
the image below.
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How to add a new land use layer to any given city
First select the required city previously created.
Click Add New button and fill all mandatory fields as previous (mandatory fields are marked with a
‘*’)

1.3.2 Linking statistics into SOSLC backend
Back end connection to create Land extent values and percentage bar graphs according to build up
and non-built up values.

Built up/ Non built up bar chart
Bar chart is derived with percentages based on the data updated under land use data (Built- up/Non
built-up).
Built up/ Non built up land extent value drop-down menu
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It includes hectare values of each and every sub category of built up/ Non built up land uses.
SOSLC back end data connections will generate a bar chart and drop down with extent values in land
use tab
1st step: go to city manage page

2nd step: clicking land use option and add values and percentages to each sub category
separately.
All the land extent values mentioned here are calculated from Geo spatial data. (Hectares is the Unit
of measurement used to calculate land extent values)

Values in
Hectares

Values in
percentage

Exercise 1.8
1. Publish the layer using SoSLC admin panel.
2. Insert extent values of land uses (created in exercise 4) into SoSLC backend.
Area manager - City manager - land use - insert values and percentages.
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State of Sri Lankan Cities – Urban expansion analysis
Urban expansion analysis of State of Sri Lankan cites publication and urban expansion section of the
city page in SOSLC Website.
Cities and urbanization are two topics which having close relationship with each other. Urban
expansion mapping is one effective method which can be used to measure urbanization.
Using remote sensing techniques it can easily analyse urban expansion visually by a series of maps
and same time it can analyse using statistical figures attached to those ground extents. Urban
expansion mapping and related statistical data is one of key output of State of Sri Lankan cities
publication. Urban expansion is third main section of the city page of the SoSLC data base solution.
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2.1 Create urban expansion spatial layer
Area of interest for urban expansion analysis
In all of the cities it can be identified that the higher densities are concentrated in the city centres and
the expansion is taken place along the roads. The expansion pattern is shaped by the geography of the
surrounding area.
The selection of the area for the urban expansion analysis was followed by several preliminary studies.
Initially, the urban index values which was identified using the remote sensing information were
studied in the respective municipal areas including a fringe area.
Before selecting interested area for the expansion analysis it should consider following facts
- Municipal boundary
- At least 2-3 km buffer around Municipal boundary
- Rough boundary where the physical urban character disappearing
In the remote sensing discipline, the values higher than 0 represent the built-up areas.
Please refer the following example, the boundary for the fringe area was identified by getting the
extent of urban expansion as well as a fine boundary where the high-density expansion become
insignificant. The identified boundaries were projected on to the latest satellite images to assure the
identified urban index values are in line with the existing building densities.
Ex: Selection of AOI for Kandy

In the above image (which was prepared based on the building index calculation of remote sensing)
the marked areas represent a discontinuation of the building expansion character of the Kandy
municipal area. This pattern of discontinuation was incorporated into the boundary demarcation of
area of interest. The area of interest covers a 3km buffer around the Kandy MC.
2.1.1 Downloading satellite images
Free available satellites for the urban expansion analysis can be downloaded from the following
website – USGS Earth Explorer
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
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Note: Source of satellite images used for NDBI calculation in SoSLC project
1995 – Landsat Thematic Mapper 5 (30m spatial resolution, resampled to 15m)
2001 – Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper 7 Plus (30m spatial resolution, pan sharpened to 15m)
2012 – Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper 7 Plus (30m spatial resolution, pan sharpened to 15m)
2017 – Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper 8 Plus (30m spatial resolution, pan sharpened to 15m)
Step 1: Create a free account and register into the system following the step by step guide.
Upon successful completion, the user is required to register into the system using the
provided user name and password.
Step 2: Search the location where the satellite images are required and set the time period.

Step 3: Select the type of satellite to download the images.
Widely used satellite categories,
Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS C1 Level-1, Landsat 7 ETM+ C1 Level-1, Sentinel-2
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Step 4: The Search Result tab will display the available satellite images available to be
downloaded and used.

Exercise 2.1
Download a satellite image of one provincial capital which can use to create new layers of urban
expansion.
- Login to the USGS site
Identify suitable satellite image type, time period and its Location
Bands- used
- Selecting best images without cloud patches or with minimum level of cloud patches.
This will continue in exercise 2.2……

Methodology for classifying urban values
Landsat-8 image is in 16-bit radiometric resolution ranges from 0-65535. A wide range of values gives
the ability for pixel values to discriminate very slight differences in energy. These spectral values
represent the reflectance as a function of wavelength and each material has a unique signature which
can be used for material classification (NASA, 2013).
According to the Band 6 spectral values of the Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper 8 Plus satellite, the
higher values (16000 – 13000) represent the areas with higher built densities. 13000 – 10000
represent the moderate dense built areas and values up to 6000 represent the low dense built areas.
The NDBI value was calculated to accurately distinguish the mentioned ranges for the built densities.
Specifically, once the band 6 spectral values are analysed with band 5 (Near Infrared) an accurate result
which is distinguished from vegetation can be obtained (The higher spectral values of the NIR band
represent the dense vegetation areas).
This classification was used to identify the character of urban, semi urban, non-built and water areas.
In the remote sensing discipline under the NDBI calculation, the values between 0.100 – 0.300 are
identified as high built up area. Accordingly, having the built index values compared to the existing
situation characteristics, the values were categorized into the urban, semi urban, non-built up and
water classes.
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Building Density in an area of 1 hectare (100m x 100m)
Building density is the major factor considering in urban expansion. To have an idea of urban, semi
urban and non-built-up it should simply calculate number of buildings in grid cell representing 1
hectare (100m x 100m) in selected area.
The following number of buildings can be finalized as a range in the classification.
Non-built (Rural area) = 0 – 7 buildings / ha
Semi urban area = 7 – 15 buildings / ha
Urban area = > 15 buildings / ha
This average value may be vary depending on the size and urbanization level of the city
2.1.2 NDBI Classification
Normalized Difference Built-up Index (NDBI):
Normalized Difference Built-up Index (NDBI) is used to extract built-up features and have indices range
from -1 to 1.
NDBI = (SWIR – NIR)/(SWIR + NIR)

Bands

Wavelength
(micrometres)

Resolution
(meters)

Band 5 - Near Infrared (NIR)
Band 6 - Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) 1
Band 8 - Panchromatic

0.851 - 0.879
1.566 - 1.651
0.503 - 0.676

30
30
15

Input Data
Near Infrared (NIR) & Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) 1 bands of the selected satellite image used for the
NDBI classification.
Ex: Landsat 8
Band 5 - Near Infrared (NIR)
Band 6 - Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) 1
Step 1: Use the Semi-automatic Classification plugin to perform the following steps.
Software used – QGIS
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Open the satellite bands (NIR & SWIR) under preprocessing.

Once the bands are selected click on the “Run” button to preprocess the bands.

Enter the NDBI formula using respective bands under Band calc tab and run formula.
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2.1.3 Creating AOI
Step 2: Create a shapefile for the Area of Interest (AOI).

2.1.4 Clip NDBI into AOI
Step 3: Use the Clipper tool to clip the layer into the selected AOI.
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Step 4: Make the value flied classified accordingly to identify the required classes.
2.1.5 Convert layer into vector, classify into main classes and crosscheck with ground situation
Step 5: Reclassify raster image
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Already we have created NDBI image and clipped into the AOI. In this step it required to reclass raster
(NDBI) image in to 7-10 classes before convert it in to a vector.
Note: The reclassification tools reclassify or change cell values to alternative values. You can reclass
one value at a time or groups of values at once using alternative fields; based on a criteria, such as
specified intervals (for example, group the values into 10 intervals); or by area (for example, group the
values into 10 groups containing the same number of cells). The tools allow you to easily change many
values on an input raster to desired, specified, or alternative values.
Step 6: Convert Reclassified raster file in to vector format
[(Raster – Conversion – Poligonize (Raster to vector)]

Step 7: Categorize in to main classes
Categorise file in to Urban, semi Urban, Non built-up and water classes considering majority values.
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Further it needs to do ground check to settle technical issues in those four classifications, because
there may be some non-built up areas classified as built-up or water. So it required manual ground
checking by loading satellite image as base layer.
Step 8: Separately save 4 classes in vector or raster format.
Needs to merge categories separately (Urban, Semi Urban, Non built-up and Water)

Urban

Semi Urban

Non built up

2.1.6 Land extent creation
Step 9: Calculate land values according to classes
It needs to add new field as extent at the first. Then using
calculate geometry tool it can update the geometric values
derived from the feature areas that the table represents.
Unit of the area for this study is square meters (Sq. m)

Create summery table grouped by the values in the
category field.
The dialog that appears should choose what records needs
to summarize.
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Then attribute table will represent the
summation value of all four categories according
to the requirement.

Exercise 2.2:
Prepare NDBI classification for previously downloaded satellite image (Exercise one) using Q GIS software by
following below process.
-

Pre-process Band 6 and Band5 (SCP – Preprocessing – Landsat)
Using preprocessed 5 and 6 bands do Band Calculation [( Band5 – Band6)/(Band 5 + Band6)]
Create Area of interest (AOI) for selected urban area by considering surrounding expansion pattern.
Clip NDBI image into Area of Interest (AOI) (Raster –Extraction – Clipper)
Using Clipped NDBI image reclassify in to 7-10 classes
Convert Reclassified raster file in to vector format [(Raster – Conversion – Poligonize (Raster to
vector)]
Categorise file in to Urban, semi Urban, Non built-up and water classes considering majority values
By ground checking correct further technical issues in those 4 classifications.
Separately save four classes in vector or raster format.
Calculate land values of those four classes separately.
This will continue in exercise 2.3……
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2.2 Urban Expansion layer linking into SOSLC backend
For more information on urban expansion layer uploading process please refer “Backend settings
section” and for expansion values and percentage in module 02
1st step: Select city manage page

2nd step: Click the urban expansion option
according to the sub category separately.

Add values and percentages to each year

In urban expansion data folder, there is a sub form to enter city specific urban expansion year data
and urban change values.
All the land extent values are calculated using raster calculations of Geospatial data. (Unit of
Measurement - Square kilometre).
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Frontend view of Urban Expansion statistics
Urban/ fringe extent value bar
graphs
It includes value of Urban, semi
urban, Non built up and water in
both municipal and fringe area.

Urban/ fringe
representation

extent

visual

It includes land extent values of
each and every sub categories of
urban expansion sectors under
different years. Extent value
measurements are calculated in
Square Kilometres (KM2)

Exercise 2.3
Upload saved four expansion layers to database backend separately (Urban, Semi Urban, Non Built up and
Water) to the Geo server and then link it through SOSLC back end.
Upload statistical values of urban expansion using SOSLC back end.
This is a continuation of exercise 2.2……
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State of Sri Lankan Cities – Thematic map section
Other than urban expansion and land use maps, rest of the other available spatial data can be uploaded
in to thematic map section in specific city page.

1. Create spatial
layer

3. PROCESS OF THEMATIC MAP VISUALIZATION IN SOSLC WEBSITE
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Layer (shp)

SOSLC BACKEND

Layer linking
(Layer name and Sub_Class
name must link properly)
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3.1. Create spatial layer for thematic map section
Spatial layer and creating attribute
A different method used in defining attribute tables for
thematic maps compared to other two sections. This
section can function on a single level attribute table,
where as landuse and urban should have multiple
layers. Any number of fields can be added to this
attribute level. For the purpose of linking the geo server
and database backend it is important to clearly name
attribute title as “Sub_Class”.

Style creation
There is no any pre-defined colour range for this section as land use and urban expansion. The user
can define colours and symbols according to mapping standard. Then SLD file should be created for
whole layer. (Please refer same process in the section of “Creating SLD file using QGIS”)
To create symbols for
each and every sub class
it needs to save SVG files
separately using same
style saved as SLD.
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3.2. Layer uploading to geo server
Select cityInfo store from the list of available workspaces.

SLD file which was prepared for the thematic map layer needs to be uploaded under the style section
in the geo server.
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3.3. Thematic map layer linking into SOSLC backend
Login to SoSLC admin panel.

Area manage

city manage

city map

Exact layer name should be clearly mentioned which has been previously uploaded to the geo server,
as “Geo Server Layer Name*” field.
“Frontend Layer Name*” should mention in Sinhala, English & Tamil languages, the name of the layer
according to the way you want it published in the web/frontend.

Next step of layer publishing is to add the secondary level data the city map. It is the attribute name
that refers to the Sub_Class in spatial layer. Ex: “170-pettah to athurigiriya” See image below
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Copy attribute name from sub class category and paste on to the space for “Geo Server Style
Name*” as above. Enter frontend style names in all three languages.
Icon image inserted here should be the one already saved as SVG file format.
Number of sub layers may vary from minimum of one to any number depending on requirement.
Repeat the same process according to each spatial attribute information and save the records.
Final outcome should look like in the SoSLC website as shown in the image below.

Exercise 3.1
1

Using the spatial layer/s collected from an institute or created by you,
I.
II.
III.
IV.

2
3

Create attribute table according to requirement of SOSLC thematic map section.
Create colours and styles for the map
Save SLD file
Save SVG files according to no of sub layers

Upload layer and style file in to geo server
Link thematic map layer to SOSLC backend and upload sub layers with style accordingly
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Create spatial layer

PROCESS OF SPATIAL DATA VISUALIZATION IN SOSLC WEBSITE
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Settings
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Settings
Urban
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